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Friends,

Reflection. Resiliency. Renewal.  This was the tagline for our 50th anniversary celebration, which took place in 2021.  When we created this tagline 
in January of 2020, prior to COVID, we had no idea how appropriate it would turn out to be.

This past year has been challenging. Although we had to pause many of our 50th anniversary celebration activities due to COVID, it did provide an 
opportunity for us to reflect on the journey of this agency from a seedling of an idea by Fr. Paschal Morlino to one of the leading child care organiza-
tions in the state. Since 1971, Adelphoi has transformed the lives of over 60,000 children, paving the way to a better future than they had imagined 
for themselves.  

Our resiliency as an organization was certainly tested this past year. With the threat of a global pandemic, we had to figure out ways to keep our 
kids, families and staff safe while continuing to address critical needs.  And yet, despite risks to their own health, our dedicated employees stepped 
up and did what was necessary to maintain the delivery of services to kids and families.

And while this year has been difficult, the completion of our 50th year gives me cause for hope. Adelphoi continues its journey forward.  As an orga-
nization, we have renewed ourselves in the delivery of services to kids and families time and time again.  Just like the transformation of the kids and 
families in our programs, we have transformed our programming to meet those kids and families exactly where they are.

This report is a reflection of the hard work that has taken place over the past year, despite its many challenges.  Adelphoi provided services to more 
than 2,466 youth and their families last year.  These services were rooted in program fidelity and quality, as evidenced by our Program Completion 
rates of 75% and our Remain-out-of-Care rates of 86%.  

Please take a moment to review this report and reach out if you have questions; we are excited to talk with you about our results. 
Reflection. Resiliency. Renewal. Wishing you the best of these three in the upcoming year.  

Nancy Kukovich
CEO 
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MISSION 

DEMOGRAPHICS

2,466
TOTAL YOUTH SERVED AT ADELPHOI

FEMALE
 875 1,591

MALE

AGES
Under 10    347
10-14      648
15-20    1,471

LEGAL STATUS
Delinquent     629
Dependent     732
Voluntary    1,105

Offering outcome-based solutions for abused, neglected, delinquent and other at-risk children and their families through a continuum of treatment 
and education services that provide a foundation of hope for the future.

VISION

Transforming the lives of children and their families in need of hope and healing.
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CONTINUUM OF SERVICES
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Least restrictive setting Most restrictive setting

Adelphoi offers an extensive continuum of services that allows youth to step up or step down as their individual treatment needs change.
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Most restrictive setting

2021 REFERRALS
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Accepted - the client was appropriate for a program in our continuum and they were placed with Adelphoi. 

Rejected - the client was not appropriate for a program within our continuum or met our exclusionary criteria. 

Referral Withdrawn- Referral withdrawn by customer before a decision was made 

Accepted but not placed - the client was accepted and matched with a program within our continuum, however the client 
was not placed or was placed outside of Adelphoi. 
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OF YOUTH PLACED AT ADELPHOI  
WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THEIR PROGRAM 

REMAINED OUT OF CARE 12 MONTHS POST-DISCHARGE 

86% 
 

REMAIN-OUT-OF-CARE

PROGRAM COMPLETION 

OVERALL SERVICES COMPLETED

 75% 
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YOUTH LEVEL OF SERVICE (YLS)

The Youth Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (YLS/CMI) is a structured assessment tool designed to facilitate the effective intervention and 
rehabilitation of juvenile offenders by assessing each youth’s risk level and criminogenic needs.

629 DELINQUENT YOUTH PLACED AT ADELPHOI

472 YLS SCORES RECEIVED

 19% OF YOUTH SCORED HIGH RISK
 61%  OF YOUTH SCORED MODERATE RISK 
 

 20% OF YOUTH SCORED LOW RISK 
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Adelphoi believes in the practice of helping youth develop or maintain healthy family relationships.  In order to help achieve this, Adelphoi has 
contributed financially to numerous families over the past year in order to facilitate onsite visitation with their child.  It’s our position that consistent 
family engagement can have a direct impact on a youth’s success while away from their home.  Unfortunately, over the past several years, many 
families were impacted by travel restrictions or situations where they were not able to visit due to quarantines or other barriers related to COVID-19.  
Assisting families with travel assistance will remain a priority for Adelphoi.   In addition to providing financial assistance to families for visitation 
when restrictions permitted, Adelphoi made a concerted effort to increase virtual visitation opportunities for every family

$9,984
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO FAMILIES

FAMILY VISITATION ASSISTANCE 

“Adelphoi staff were flexible in working with the family’s schedule and were 
knowledgeable of the youth’s behavior and how it impacted the family unit.”
                                         -John, Children and Youth Care Caseworker

8

SCHOLARSHIPS

Adelphoi has helped successful alumni over the year by providing

 $32,303
in financial support for scholarships, supplies and other assistance. 
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1,206 
HOURS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE COMPLETED

Adelphoi continues to uphold the tenets of Balanced and Restorative Justice as well as the key principles related to the Commonwealth’s Juvenile 
Justice System Enhancement Strategy.  Evidence of this commitment is Adelphoi’s ongoing involvement in meaningful and engaging service activities 
in the community. Interacting with members of the community reinforces the lessons being learned in treatment and provides an opportunity to utilize 
the new skills. 

RESTITUTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

167 
YOUTH COMPLETING BARJ  

VICTIM AWARENESS CURRICULUM

$17,910
COST, FINES & RESTITUTION PAID BY YOUTH WHILE AT ADELPHOI
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ACTIVITIES  PROGRAM 

10

Adelphoi recognizes that the activities children and youth engage in outside of school hours are critical to their overall development.    Each month, 
the activities calendar is published and unit directors sign up for various programs.  The activities program at Adelphoi offers structure with flexibil-
ity, meaning there are structured activities (model building, or working with a partner to solve puzzles) and unstructured time, where students are 
free to choose their own activities from a provided list.

The activities program at Adelphoi provides a wide range of opportunities for learning.  Programs focus on strengthening pro-social skills, confi-
dence building, problem solving, decision-making abilities, and increasing physical and academic performance.

The activities coordinator works with students to develop the activities curriculum with student input.  This allows residents to develop a sense of 
ownership of the program, develop responsibility, and select activities that reflect their interests as they help plan the activities.

Late in 2021, the Green Our Planet hydroponics program was established.  It teaches residents about germination, general plant care, harvesting 
skills, and healthy eating habits. Residents will be able to enjoy salads from the produce they harvest, as well as work with local community agen-
cies like food banks to donate some of what they harvest.

Through the continued generosity of Ralph Liberatore and the Donna Liberatore Activities Fund, recreation and leisure equipment, as well as 
supplies, have been purchased that will enhance the scope of the program. 

OUTCOMES REPORT 2021



NUMBER OF YOUTH BY COUNTY

This map represents the number of youth at Adelphoi by county. Adelphoi currently has contracts with 64 counties in Pennsylvania, as well as counties in 
Ohio, Delaware and New York.
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CUSTOMER SURVEY

As it is our goal to provide the best possible care to our youth and families, as well as to our customers, we initiated a customer survey program 
three years ago.  We facilitate this process to help us realize your needs and identify ways to meet those needs through our programming.  The 
surveys also allow us to hear about your experiences and understand what we might do to improve.  We hope that you will continue to offer honest 
feedback to help us continue to improve the quality of services we deliver to youth and families.

The net promoter score measures a customer’s experience and is calculated by subtracting the number of detractors, those who scored Adelphoi a 6 
or less) from the number of promoters (those who scored Adelphoi a 9 or 10). Scores range from a positive score of 100 to a negative score of -100.

“I need to share how outstanding the Unit Director preforms her duties.  Her organization and follow-up is superior than most.  Paperwork and 
materials are timely and detailed.”
         - Juvenile Probation Officer 
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*No surveys conducted during this period



15,000 TRAINING HOURS COMPLETED  
238

CLASSROOM TRAININGS WERE SCHEDULED IN 2021 TITO BUILDING IN LATROBE 

(This does not include the online lessons that are completed every Monday with new hires for residential)

10%
INCREASE OF CLASS OFFERINGS

25
DIFFERENT CLASS OFFERINGS 

(7 of which are longer than one day. 2 new classes offered in 2021)

42
 ACTIVE ADELPHOI TRAINERS IN 2021

867
ONLINE COURSES ARE AVAILABLE

5,896
TRAINING HOURS COMPLETED IN RELIAS IN 2021

TRAINING

EXAMPLES OF OUR SPECIALIZED TRAININGS: 

Aggression Replacement Training     Choice Theory Group    PTSD Residential Treatment Curriculum      
Reality Therapy   Trauma Informed Care     Motivational Interviewing     LGBTQ 

Situational Leadership     Mental Health Training     Sexual Issues     Working with Girls  Traumatic Brain Injury Assessment Training   Juvenile Justice

13
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THREE YEAR PROGRAM UTILIZATION 
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BDAP  SUBSTANCE ABUSE (MARGARET HOME)  
DIA  DIAGNOSTIC  
ISF  INTENSIVE SUPERVISION FEMALE 
ISM  INTENSIVE SUPERVISION MALE
ENHSU  ENHANCED SUPERVISION
SEC  SECURE
SECSO  SECURE SEX OFFENSE
SHE  SHELTER
SIL  INDEPENDENT LIVING
SOM  SEXUAL OFFENSE
TRAILI  TRANSITIONAL LIVING
FC  FOSTER CARE
FC-Kin  KINSHIP CARE
ART  AGGRESSION REPLACEMENT TRAINING                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
FASP  FAMILY ADVOCACY AND SUPPORT PROGRAM
FAYCS  FAYETTE COMMUNITY SERVICES
HIFIW  HI FIDELITY WRAPAROUND
IHPTA  IN HOME PREVENTION, TREATMENT AND AFTERCARE PROGRAM
IHS  IN HOME SERVICES  
MST  MULTISYSTEMIC THERAPY
PHP  PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION PROGRAM
PTSD  POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

SERVICE DAYS

Adelphoi offers over 30 programs for at-risk youth and families as part of its broad continuum of care. The chart below illustrates utilization of 18 of 
those programs over 4 years.  
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TRAUMA INFORMED CARE
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TRAUMA INFORMED CARE
Trauma Informed Care is a well-defined model for the entire organization that integrates trauma theory with therapeutic community principles 
and practices that support growth, change, connection and non-violence.  All treatment programs, leadership and support departments utilize 
these principles in their day to day operations.  These principles guide our agency employees and the clients we serve to share common values and 
language.

Over the last year, Adelphoi has begun working on the Trauma Informed initiative, set forth by the Department of Human Services (DHS).  Through the 
self-assessment process, the agency has been identified as Trauma Informed, and moving forward Adelphoi will begin working towards complete 
and full implementation.  

ASSESSMENT and TREATMENT
Adelphoi completes a Trauma Screen on each client within the first 30 days and the identified trauma needs are incorporated into their individual 
treatment/service plan.

TRAINING
Adelphoi offers various trauma training opportunities to assist employees and external providers with treatment interventions, coping strategies and 
how to develop trauma informed responses when working with youth and families.  

TRAUMA FOCUSED SERVICES
Adelphoi provides in home programs that are able to focus on trauma treatment.  There are also a number of therapists trained in Trauma Fo-
cused-Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, a time-limited, evidence-based treatment for children who exhibit emotional symptoms as the result of having 
experienced a trauma.  

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
Adelphoi provides education to youth in care about trauma through a Psycho-education and PTSD Residential Treatment curriculum.  Staff use these 
groups as an opportunity to offer a safe environment to start addressing the fundamental problems surrounding exposure to violence without need-
ing to focus on specific individual events within a group setting.



STANDARDIZED PROGRAM EVALUATION PROTOCOL SCORES (SPEP) 

The Standardized Program Evaluation Protocol (SPEP™) is a validated and data-driven scoring system used to estimate the impact of juvenile justice 
programs on reducing recidivism. SPEP is based on research conducted by Dr. Mark Lipsey of Peabody Research Institute at Vanderbilt University. To 
determine a SPEP score, the provider’s services are compared to characteristics of effective programs.

Four characteristics of juvenile programs have been shown to predict a reduction in youth recidivism:

• service type
• dosage
• quality of service
• risk levels of the youth

Using the SPEP scoring system, these characteristics of juvenile services can be evaluated to determine approximately how effective a program will 
be in reducing recidivism.

Adelphoi has maintained an ongoing collaboration with the Penn State Evidence-based Prevention and Intervention Support Center over the years.  
Our current data collection abilities, treatment modalities, and our established fidelity measures enable us to evaluate various interventions through 
our current residential programs.  We recently completed Round Five which focused on 19 different interventions and also completed Round Six 
which was a reassessment of initial interventions.  These interventions have all previously received SPEP scores and the reassessment scores are 
provided below.  Additionally, we are also in the beginning stages of evaluating various Community Based programs in the near future.

16
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STANDARDIZED PROGRAM EVALUATION PROTOCOL SCORES (SPEP) 
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Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

56 63 75% 84%

CTG 85 92 85% 92%

Contingency 
Contracting

80 85 85% 89%

ART 89 94 89% 94%

INTENSIVE SUPERVISION MALE

Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

55 61 74% 81%

CTG 95 96 95% 96%

Contingency 
Contracting

81 83 86% 87%

ART 84 92 84% 92%

INTENSIVE SUPERVISION FEMALE



STANDARDIZED PROGRAM EVALUATION PROTOCOL SCORES (SPEP)  
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Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

62 65 83% 87%

CTG 89 94 89% 94%

Contingency 
Contracting

84 87 89% 92%

ART 93 91 93% 91%

GENERAL SECURE SERVICES

Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

66 73 88% 97%

CTG 95 96 95% 96%

Contingency 
Contracting

86 93 91% 98%

ART 95 98 95% 98%

TRANSITIONAL YOUTH - SECURE SERVICES TO INTENSIVE SUPERVISION



STANDARDIZED PROGRAM EVALUATION PROTOCOL SCORES
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“There is always someone willing to listen and to help.”

                     -Robert, Adelphoi Youth

OUTCOMES REPORT 2021

Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

45 55 60% 74%

TRANSITIONAL YOUTH - INTENSIVE SUPERVISION TO INDEPENDENT LIVING

Intervention Basic Score Reassessment Initial Pop % Reassessment Pop %

Individual  
Counseling

84 96 84% 96%

TRANSITIONAL YOUTH - INTENSIVE SUPERVISION MENTAL HEALTH FOCUS (FEMALE)



ALUMNI SUCCESS
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Before Adelphoi, Bob didn’t have many healthy relationships with friends and family. He would often hang out 
with friends that were a negative influence on him. His life consisted of trying to push the limits of what he 
thought was wrong and what was actually wrong. Bob needed structure and guidance from Adelphoi to bring 
him to terms with reality with the decisions he was making. 

“Adelphoi helped me by showing me that I wasn’t alone in my thinking and decision making. They gave me the 
opportunity to not only recognize my actions but also help me understand why I would act out in certain ways 
and give me tools to follow and learn from so I had a better chance of not repeating my negative behavior.” 

Adelphoi also showed Bob that there were people that understood what he was going through and wanted to 
offer guidance to help him make better choices that would lead to a more productive and healthy lifestyle. 

“Adelphoi gave me opportunities of leadership, accountability and responsibility. Through situations such as 
being a home manager for a week, keeping myself accountable for negative behavior, tasks such has school-
work and treatment work, I had things to focus on, which in the long run, carried over into my daily routine 11 
years later. From these opportunities, I often seek leadership positions instead of being a follower, I am more 
self-accountable and pride myself with integrity through work and personal life. I find taking responsibility 
easier knowing that I have the willpower to follow through and the determination to get tasks and jobs finished.” 

After Adelphoi, Bob jumped right back into high school as a 16-year-old freshman. He completed high school on time and pursued a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Commercial Music Technology from California University of Pennsylvania. 

“After I received my undergraduate degree, I went back to California University of Pennsylvania to pursue a master’s degree in business administration. After 
2 more years of school and through the help of the Adelphoi’s scholarship programs, I was able to pay for and complete the required curriculum in order to 
receive my MBA in 2018.” 

“The programs and services at Adelphoi that I received made a difference in my life because I am now fully aware of my life and my actions. I can easily identify 
things like seemingly unimportant decisions and high-risk situations that I couldn’t recognize before Adelphoi. From the programs at Adelphoi, I’ve learned 
about understanding my behavior cycles and how to identify my problem areas. I have also learned about urge control and empathy. These two things have 
impacted my life the most because I use them every day. Having the self-control to stay away from temptations and releasable behaviors as well as recognizing 
and having empathy for the people that I hurt or could have hurt keep me more self-aware and help me to live a healthy and responsibly life.” 

Today, Bob’s life is completely different from his days before Adelphoi. He currently has a successful sales position with a plastics supply company and  was 
married in October.

“This year has been my 11th year since completing treatment at Adelphoi. Almost every day I find myself doing or thinking about the lessons that I’ve learned 
from this program. Adelphoi has taught me that all of my actions will never only affect myself. The way I handle every life choice for the rest of my life will affect 
my family and the people around me.”



RESIDENTIAL FIDELITY MEASURES
Adelphoi’s commitment to monitoring the “indicators of success” for every youth in our care continues to advance. Using a research tested and 
validated model, the residential programs measure absolute fidelity to dosage, duration, and quality in key areas of client care. Setting a high bar 
for fidelity has challenged our clinicians to overcome the traditional barriers often encountered in the treatment process. While some factors remain 
outside of the clinicians control, mon¬itoring fidelity allows for an earlier warning when the treatment process lags for an individual client and 
prompts an adjustment to the individual care plan.  In an ongoing attempt to increase program fidelity, benchmark scores are routinely evaluated 
and adjusted in order to increase effectiveness.  These measures are examined against “true fidelity” or 100 percent compliance to the standard.  If 
any portion of the measure is not met, then the specific score for that measure would be zero.

21
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ADELPHOI PROMISE

The Adelphoi Promise is an initiative that provides youth who have successfully completed an Adelphoi program tuition-free education at one of 
the 14 partnering community colleges.  The program offers three tiers of assistance:  financial support, life skills support, and academic support.  
Combined, these three facets will provide the best chance for at-risk youth to achieve post-secondary success.

ADELPHOI PROMISE STUDENTS  
HAVE EARNED A TOTAL OF 3,223 COLLEGE CREDITS

“The Adelphoi Promise is an opportunity that a lot of kids would love to have. If kids take full advantage of the opportunity, 
they will see how far they can go.”
      Alex, Adelphoi Promise Scholarship Recipient 

ALLEGHENY COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE     BUCKS COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE     BUTLER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF BEAVER COUNTY     DELAWARE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE     HARRISBURG AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

LEHIGH-CARBON COMMUNITY COLLEGE          MONTGOMERY COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE     PENN HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE      
 WESTMORELAND COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ADELPHOI HAS PARTNERED WITH 10 of the 14 STATE-WIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGES.

HELPED OVER  462 YOUTH MAKE COLLEGE A REALITY.

22
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CHARTER SCHOOL

Although the average length of enrollment during the 20-21 academic year was 95 out of 180 days, the Adelphoi Ketterer Charter School prides itself 
on students increasing academic performance and helping students in obtaining their goals for graduation.  All teaching staff are state appropriately 
certified in their content area by the PA Department of Education.  In addition to our teaching staff, students have direct access to a guidance coun-
selor, school therapist, special education coordinators and student support staff.  All of our students have a full complement of academic courses 
that are individually designed to meet their needs.  Ensuring students earn credit is a top priority for us, which is why students are enrolled in a 9 
period school day with multiple opportunities to complete courses and earn additional credits toward graduation.  Remediation is embedded in their 
school day and students who qualify may participate in our early enrollment program with Westmoreland County Community College.

ADELPHOI KETTERER CHARTER SCHOOL PERFORMANCE PROFILE

PVAAS (Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System):  Projects annual academic growth of each individual student.  The percentage reflects those students who met or exceeded 
their growth projections.

ELA/LITERATURE          100%     

MATHEMATICS/ALGEBRA         100%

SCIENCE/BIOLOGY            87%  

CAREER STANDARDS BENCHMARK          98%
Students who by the end of grades 5, 8 and 11 demonstrate, create and  
implement their individualized career plan through career exploration and 
preparation activities. 

NUMBER OF GRADUATES         36

AVERAGE CREDITS EARNED          7.82
Students enrolled in 9th grade or above 

GRADE PROMOTION           96%
Students who have successfully completed required coursework to be   
promoted to the next grade level.

DROP-OUT RATE         4.6%
  
ATTENDANCE RATE          88%

23
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ELA/LITERATURE          100%     

MATHEMATICS/ALGEBRA         100%

CAREER STANDARDS BENCHMARK          98%

NUMBER OF GRADUATES         36

AVERAGE CREDITS EARNED          7.82
Students enrolled in 9th grade or above 

GRADE PROMOTION           96%
Students who have successfully completed required coursework to be   
promoted to the next grade level.

DROP-OUT RATE         4.6%
  
ATTENDANCE RATE          88%

Students at Adelphoi participate in Employability Soft Skills Classes, where they create Pennsylvania Academic and Career/Technical Training Alliance 
(PACTT) portfolios that include various student artifacts pertaining to the class, as well as any certificates earned by the students in the Career Readi-
ness classes.

Completed work is entered into the PACTT database and the assignments are graded and recorded. As new students are enrolled, they begin their 
work and portfolios from that point until they are discharged. The portfolios are scanned and kept as digital files and the student receives the origi-
nal portfolio for future reference. Portfolios are sent upon request to any stakeholders after the student is discharged.

Career Readiness Classes are offered to all group home students, with the exception of Supervised Independent Living, on a rotating basis. For 
programs that offer a limited number of student seats, unit directors choose students to partici¬pate based on student behavior, academic progress, 
likely longevity of stay and interest in the program.

Working in conjunction with the Private Industry Council, local workforce development boards, and the Office of Vo¬cational Rehabilitation, students 
are offered assistance with job placement. Graduated students are offered the ability to work on campus in the school cafeteria or auto detail shop. 
The students earn an hourly wage and learn basic skills to prepare them for the workforce. 

In addition to Adelphoi being a PACTT affiliate for the past 8 years, six Adelphoi Education sites are PACTT affiliates.

Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as of March, 2020, the Career Readiness classes have been scaled back to account for social distanc-
ing and quarantining residents, as needed.

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS CLASSES /CAREER READINESS CLASSES (2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR)
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“Since I’ve been through Adelphoi, they’ve done nothing but help me. They have 
all of the services including partial hospitalization, residential, and more. Thanks 
Adelphoi!”

-Kaden, Adelphoi Youth
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CAREER READINESS CLASSES (2019 - 2020 SCHOOL YEAR)
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CAREER READINESS CLASS 
Automobile Detail 
Vinyl Print Shop 

Career Exploration Lab 
Computer Technology 

Culinary Arts 
Emergency Medical Responder 

Horticulture 
STEAM 

Theater 

CERTIFICATES EARNED 
C-Tech- Telecommunications Technologies (Latrobe, Albert Gallatin, Hartford Heights)

C-Tech- Network Cabling Specialist Copper Systems (Latrobe, Albert Gallatin, Hartford Heights)
OSHA-10 (9 areas of specialization available)

ServSafe-Manager (Latrobe) 
ServSafe-Food Handler (Latrobe and AEI locations) 

Infant, Child, Adult CPR, AED 



EDUCATION

81.5%
GRADUATION RATE  

students eligible to earn a diploma while enrolled

GRADUATES BY COUNTY
ALLEGHENY 4  
ARMSTRONG 16
BUTLER   2
FAYETTE   8
INDIANA                   13
WESTMORELAND        8

51
GRADUATES IN 2020

Adelphoi Education, Inc. (AEI) offers programs at 8 locations throughout Western Pennsylvania.  Available services include Emotional Support, Partial 
Hospitalization, Credit Recovery, Day Treatment, and Alternative Education for Disruptive Youth.  AEI is licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Education as a Private Academic School. Additionally, AEI is licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services as a Day Treatment provider.

All teaching staff are appropriately state certified.  In addition to our teaching staff, students in AEI have access to licensed School-Based Therapists, 
Behavioral Specialists, and Educational Aides.  The educational programs at AEI span grades K through 12.  Academic progress is measured by 
benchmark assessments through Study Island.  

All AEI students are provided Career Readiness opportunities.  AEI is affiliated with the Pennsylvania Academic/Career & Technical Training Alliance.  
AEI is also certified as a PETS provider with the Office of Vocational Rehab.  Under the programs, AEI students are afforded the opportunity to partici-
pate in career exploration, hands-on vocational experience labs, as well as work-experience programs. 

26
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4.5
AVERAGE CREDITS EARNED  

students enrolled on 9th grade or above

83%
GRADE PROMOTION 

students who have successfully complet-
ed required coursework to be promoted 

to the next grade level

4.25%
DROP-OUT RATE   

percentage of students who dropped out 
of high school

81%
ATTENDANCE RATE

94 days
AVERAGE LENGTH OF ENROLLMENT

EDUCATION
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FOSTER CARE 

*Desired stability rate is defined as a client being placed in 2 or less foster care homes during their enrollment.

CLIENT OUTCOMES

Adelphoi has been providing Foster Care Services for 46 years and Kinship services for over 13 years. Services are offered throughout 3 Regions across 
PA: Western, Central and Northeast.  Our offices are located in Westmoreland, Washington, Blair, Huntingdon, Lycoming and Bradford counties. We have 
foster homes in 20 counties across PA, and contract with 56 counties.  

28
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SERVICE LOCATIONS

TOTAL ADMISSIONS/KIDS SERVED 163

TOTAL CLIENTS DISCHARGED 138

AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR DISCHARGES 253 days

REMAIN OUT-OF-CARE RATE 1 YEAR POST DISCHARGE (2020) 100%

STABILITY RATE*   99%

PERMANENCY ACHIEVED AT DISCHARGE   62%

       REUNIFIED WITH BIOLOGICAL FAMILY 47

        ADOPTED INTERNALLY                                                              30

       PERMANENT LEGAL CUSTODIAN INTERNALLY  5

       ANOTHER PLANNED PERMANENCY   1

EDUCATION AT DISCHARGE

              PROMOTED TO NEXT GRADE LEVEL 98%

              MILITARY 1



FOSTER CARE 

AWARDS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RECOGNITIONS 

Adelphoi Families and Employees won the Pennsylvania Resource Family and Social worker of the Year in 2016 & 2017!

Our foster families have provided permanent homes to 35 clients this year, 30 adoptive,5 permanent legal guardianship. 

Our families and staff are trained in Trauma Systems Therapy for Foster Care curriculum.

FAMILY TESTIMONIALS

FOSTER & KINSHIP FAMILY RECRUITMENT

     NEW FOSTER FAMILIES LICENSED             27
     NEW KINSHIP FAMILIES APPROVED/LICENSED                             34                                         
     TOTAL APPROVED FAMILIES                                                 61                

29

As a part of the Trauma Systems Therapy Training, all of our families are encouraged to complete a  
self care assessment and a self care plan to support their emotional and physical well-being.
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“I have been fortunate to work with 2 caseworkers both who ask for my input and have been supportive and tolerant of my lack of tech skills.” 

“Amy goes beyond. We just love her.” 

“I honestly have no issues and Adelphoi has been extremely involved every time we have needed them.”  
“I highly rate them, they have wonderful staff.“ 

“We are happy with our caseworker.”  
“Adelphoi is very responsive to my calls and my caseworker is helpful and honest.” 

“Love working with our caseworker.  She is very helpful.”
“My caseworker is always there for us.”

“My caseworker is very compassionate and she offers suggestions. She helps me with all my children’s needs.” 



MULTISYSTEMIC THERAPY

MST therapists have worked with many families who felt desperate and hopeless. MST provides parents with the skills and resources they need to meet 
the challenges of raising teenagers, and teaches youth the skills to cope with family, school and neighborhood problems. 

ITEM TARGET 
VALUE

ADELPHOI 
NETWORK 
AVERAGES

U.S
AVERAGES

Percent of youth completing treatment 85% 88.2% 87.5%

Percent of youth closed due to lack of engagement <5% 4.9% 5.7%

Percent of youth placed during treatment <10% 6.9% 6.8%

Percent of youth living at home 90% 91.4% 90.9%

Percent of youth in school/working 90% 89% 87.7%
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“There aren’t enough words in the English language to explain how amazing (therapist) is! I absolutely love working with her so hearing that 
she might get the case makes me so happy”
        -Probation Officer  

“I wanted to take a minute and let you know how amazing (daughter) is doing! She has done a complete 180 and you were a huge part of 
her success story! It’s been about a year since you left us and I feel like I should share our success story. Not only is our relationship at home 
better, Bella is absolutely thriving in school! She’s now a student at the very top of her class, joined the track team and has a new friend 
group. She’s working once a week and has been wonderful at home. You were a huge part of this and we can’t thank you enough! You gave 
her a new outlook and so many coping skills that she is able to use daily. Thank you for helping us get our daughter back.”   

        -Guardian of Youth Receiving Adelphoi MST Services”  
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MULTISYSTEMIC THERAPY

Adelphoi’s MST Network provides MST in over 50 counties, serving PA since 1999. If you are interested in starting an MST team, contact us!

MST can be used as a preventative service or treatment and can begin up to 30 days prior to a youth returning back home as solid continuity of care 
and aftercare planning.

(mstservices.com)
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BLUEPRINTS FOR HEALTHY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT  
(University of Colorado Institute of Behavioral Science) has reviewed more than 1,400 youth pro-

grams, and only ranked two as Model Plus (top rating), MST being one of them.
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COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SUPPORT SERVICES
HIGH FIDELITY WRAP AROUND  is a team-based, collaborative process for developing and implementing individualized care plans for children with 
behavioral health challenges and their families.

CLIENTS AND FAMILIES SERVED  30

FAMILY ADVOCACY AND PARENT MENTOR is a support service used to bring families through a strength-focused process that will help them reach 
their desired goals, whether that is related to parent/child advocacy or parent mentor support.

CLIENTS AND FAMILIES SERVED  63

*These are voluntary services to work specifically with the family to provide them with customized support and resources.  The teams work to give the 
family a voice and engage them in their own plans.
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“We are so grateful and thankful for all of your help and support. The High Fidelity Wraparound staff 
have given us tools and have taught our family how to work together and how to come together and talk 
our issues out to achieve results. We have come a long way and I think we got this moving forward.”

             -Family from Uniontown

OUTCOMES REPORT 2021



 

“The program really did help me better understand myself as well as opened my mind to have a 
better point of view.  I’m thankful that I got it for it helped me get to where I’m at today.  I would 
like to say that I have appreciated my counselors for their extreme politeness and the ability to 
help me open up more.  Thank you again.”
     - Adelphoi Alumnus 
        

COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES
FAMILY RELATIONSHIP COACHING provides an opportunity for identified children and their families to bond and build positive relationships in a 
safe and nurturing setting through supervised visitation and visit coaching.

FAMILIES SERVED     56
PROGRAM COMPLETION RATE   87%
REMAIN OUT-OF-CARE (2020)   100%

FAMILY PRESERVATION provides the family in crisis an intensive level of support, supervision, and training over a period of time based on the 
family’s needs.  

FAMILIES SERVED     30
REMAIN OUT-OF-CARE (2020)   91%

COMMUNITY INDEPENDENT LIVING AND IN HOME SERVICES provides each identified youth with the opportunity to receive specific Indepen-
dent Living Skills instruction individualized to their specific needs and provides the family in crisis with an intensive level of support, supervision and 
training over a period of time based on the family needs.

FAMILIES SERVED     46
PROGRAM COMPLETION RATE   73%
REMAIN OUT-OF-CARE (2020)   100%
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COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

JUVENILE PROBATION SERVICES
IN-HOME PREVENTION, TREATMENT AND AFTERCARE (Washington, Franklin, Butler, Cambria and Cumberland) coordinates and executes multi-
ple services and interventions to meet the needs of youth and their families.  This program has been in operation at each site ranging from 6 months 
to one year. 

AVG LENGTH OF STAY        6 Months
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM COMPLETION     77%
REMAIN OUT OF CARE        92%
CLIENTS SERVED        102
 JPO        93 
 CYS        9

PTSD THERAPY-individual PTSD therapy for youth in the community or residential placement from Westmoreland Co.

AVG LENGTH OF STAY        5 Months
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM COMPLETION     78%
REMAIN OUT OF CARE       75%
COUNTY CLIENTS SERVED        37 
 JPO        21
 CYS        16

FAYETTE COMMUNITY SERVICES- provides in-home support services to teenage youth and their families in Fayette County. 
CLIENTS SERVED        26
AVG LENGTH OF STAY       7 Months
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM COMPLETION      78%
REMAIN OUT OF CARE       100%
CLIENTS SERVED         26
 JPO        25
 CYS        1
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COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY-BASED AGGRESSION REPLACEMENT TRAINING consists of a 10-week, 30-hour intervention administered to groups of 8 to 12 
juveniles to address various emotional and social aspects that contribute to aggressive behavior in youth.

In 2021, Adelphoi completed 5 A.R.T. groups and 1 weekend retreat across 3 counties.  Adelphoi was able to simultaneously facilitate 2 successful 
cohorts in one county despite the many challenges related to COVID. 

SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM COMPLETION    74%
REMAIN OUT OF CARE     94%
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“I would like to take this opportunity to say how much we as a family appreciate the program that our son is in with Adelphoi.  The program 
works with our schedules.  Working with Chasity Force has been like a breath of fresh air, she brings a different perspective to the table which 
helps challenge our son and us as a family to support him and each other better.  I, for one, am very grateful that Chasity was assigned to our 
son.”    -Family Receiving IHPTA

“I hereby recognize that the services i receive from my Adelphoi worker have been nothing but stellar!! She has helped me become more or-
ganized, motivated, and most of all helped me straighten out several legal issues. Her advice has been invaluable to me and my son. Further-
more, I have no idea what else to say besides my worker seems to have more of a backbone than most. This was very helpful because I have a 
very thick head sometimes. Matter of fact, all the time! I can only stress how important people that care are for this type of service. Hopefully 
others take note and take the same care and stress it takes to actually get things done. Thank you all very much.”
             -Family Member, Parent Mentor Program

WE SPECIALIZE SERVICES BASED ON COUNTY NEED
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PERMANENCY

36

ADELPHOI HAS OFFERED ADOPTION SERVICES FOR OVER 20 YEARS

TOTAL COUNTIES SERVICED  

                                                                             36     
    

TOTAL CLIENTS COMPLETING SERVICES 

                                                                           274   
  

TOTAL SERVICES SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED      

                                                                            435    
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SERVICE LOCATIONS

•  Our Permanency Specialists are trained in Trauma Systems Therapy.
•  Permanency Specialists are certified to complete mediation services and available in select locations. 
•  Program Director has completed training for Adoption Competency.

Services are offered throughout 3 regions with offices located in Westmoreland, Huntingdon, Lycoming and Bradford Counties. 

CHILD PREP 169

CHILD PROFILE 117

CHILD PROFILE UPDATE 37

CHILD SPECIFIC RECRUITMENT 42

FAMILY PROFILE 48

FAMILY PROFILE UPDATE 7

FINALIZATION 6

FINALIZATION EXTENSION 4

PERMANENCY ASSESSMENT / CASE MANAGEMENT 5

SERVICES COMPLETED



IN 2021
ADELPHOI SUCCESSFULLY FOUND ADOPTIVE HOMES FOR

 30 YOUTH
PERMANENT LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP WAS PROVIDED FOR 

5 YOUTH

PERMANENCY OUTCOMES
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FAMILY FIRST – EVIDENCED BASED INTERVENTIONS AND PREVENTION

The Family First Prevention Act was signed into law over four years ago.  This legislation reshapes the funding received by the Child Welfare system 
to promote the utilization of prevention services for children at risk for out of home placement in order to keep families together and safe.

Under this new legislation, the state of Pennsylvania has been working to identify the evidenced based prevention activities and services that would 
need to be available statewide.  

Adelphoi continues to be a provider of evidenced based interventions and programs and is well positioned to meet this need.  Not only do we have 
successful interventions and evidenced based services, we have worked with the identified population the legislation is targeting since the early 
1980’s, “children in imminent risk of foster care placement.”  Adelphoi has been a leader providing the following interventions in our Residential, 
Foster Care and Community Based services.

• Multisystemic Therapy 
• Aggression Replacement Training 
• Motivational Interviewing 
• Trauma Focused CBT 
• Marty Byer’s Visit Coaching
• Nurturing Parenting 
• Trauma Systems Therapy for Foster Care (TST-FC)

Adelphoi provides Foster Care and Kinship services and remains committed to ensuring each child involved in our care moves to a place of perma-
nency in their lives as soon as possible.  

FAMILY FIRST 
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1119 Village Way
Latrobe, PA 15650

724-804-7000

www.adelphoi.org


